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Abstract
Objective This study examined the associations of body
flexibility with carotid arterial remodelling, including
intima–media thickness (IMT) and plaque formation in
middle-aged men.
Methods The subjects of this cross-sectional study
included 1354 Japanese men aged 35–59 years
without histories of stroke or cardiac diseases. The arm
extensibility test, which can estimate flexibility of the
upper extremity (composed of shoulder external rotation
and forearm supination), and the sit-and-reach test were
performed. Common carotid IMT and plaque formation
(≥1.1 mm) were estimated by ultrasound.
Results The proportion of subjects who fully completed
the arm extensibility test was 55.0%, and who had
plaques in the common carotid artery was 37.8%. IMT was
associated with poor arm extensibility
(β=–0.073, 95% CI –0.02224 to –0.00041, P=0.004),
while plaque formation was associated with poor sit-andreach (OR 0.98579, 95% CI 0.97257 to 0.99919, P=0.038)
after adjustment by all covariates.
Conclusions This study demonstrated that poor
upper extremity and trunk flexibility were associated
with characteristics of early onset of atherosclerosis.
Furthermore, these associations were independent of
covariates such as age, blood pressure, blood lipids
glucose levels and abdominal fat accumulation, handgrip
strength and lifestyle, including sleeping, drinking, exercise
and smoking habits. Poor flexibility may reflect subclinical
atherosclerosis in middle-aged men.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis is an important cause of
cerebrovascular and cardiovascular events.1
Carotid arterial remodelling such as
progressing carotid intima–media thickness
(IMT) and plaque formation are used as ultrasound indicators of carotid atherosclerosis.2–4
Increased carotid IMT may represent the
early phase of carotid atherosclerosis, while
the presence of carotid plaques may reflect
later and advanced phases of the atherosclerotic process.5 6 Carotid IMT and plaques
are objective morphological indicators of

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► Simple, easy, safe and inexpensive tests of body

flexibility such as arm extensibility (upper extremity
flexibility) and sit-and-reach (trunk flexibility) tests
were adopted for evaluating body flexibility.
►► The study is limited by the cross-sectional nature and
characteristics of subjects (middle-aged Japanese
men employed by Toyota Motor Corporation).

biological processes of atherosclerosis, and
were proposed as surrogate markers of ischaemic stroke and cardiovascular diseases.1
There is increasing evidence that poor
physical fitness, including cardiorespiratory
fitness and muscular strength, are the risk
factors for mortality and chronic diseases
including type 2 diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, cancer and dementia.7 8
Flexibility, the ability to move a joint through
its complete range of motion, is also a component of physical fitness. Flexibility is dependent on distensibility of the joint capsule,
muscle viscosity and compliance of the ligaments and tendons.9
Recent studies have shown that trunk
flexibility measured by sit-and-reach test is
inversely associated with arterial stiffness,
including the pulse wave velocity (PWV)10 11
and Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index (CAVI).11
This association is stronger in men (β=–0.142)
than women (β=–0.044).11 In men, the results
vary between young (<40 years), middle
(40–59 years) and older (≥60 years) ages,
and consistent results are reported only in
middle-aged men.10 11 In young men, both
CAVI- and brachial-ankle PWV-estimated
arterial stiffness were negatively associated
with sit-and-reach,11 whereas another study10
demonstrated no association of brachial-ankle
or aortic PWVs in men or women. In middleaged men, significant negative associations
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pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP),
blood chemistry analyses, ultrasound examination
and CT. Pulse pressure was calculated reducing DBP
from SBP. Height and body mass were measured using
an automated measuring instrument (BF-220; Tanita,
Tokyo, Japan), from which the body mass index was
calculated. Percentage of body fat was determined
by biochemical impedance (BF-220; Tanita). Waist
circumference was measured at the level of the umbilicus in a standing position while breathing normally
(at the end of expiration while breathing gently).
Blood samples were drawn from the antecubital vein
from seated subjects.

Figure 1

Flow diagram of participation in this study.

were reported between arterial stiffness measured by
any methods and sit-and-reach,10 11 while in older men
the findings are inconsistent.10 11 However, associations
between body flexibility and arterial morphological characteristics remain unknown. Nevertheless, carotid IMT is
reported to be associated with PWV and CAVI values.12
Collectively these findings suggest that flexibility may be
associated with carotid atherosclerotic processes especially in middle-aged men.
In the current study, we examined the hypothesis that
poor flexibility is related to subclinical atherosclerosis,
including increasing carotid IMT and presence of plaque
in middle-aged men.
Methods
Ethical approval of the study protocol
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All individuals provided written consent
to participate in this study.
Study design and population
The present study was carried out as part of the baseline
survey of the Toyota Motor Corporation Physical Activity
and Fitness Study, and was conducted from October 2015
to January 2016.13 Subjects in the baseline study were
1410 Japanese men, aged 35–59 years, who were working
for the Toyota Motor Corporation (Aichi, Japan). Eighteen individuals were excluded because of incomplete
data, while a further 38 individuals with histories of stroke
or cardiac diseases were excluded. A final 1354 subjects
were included in the present study (figure 1). All subjects
received annual medical examinations in accordance with
the Industrial Safety and Health Law of Japan. Employees
were required by law to participate, and all clinical data
were supplied as medical examination data.
Medical examinations
After an overnight fast of ≥11 hour, subjects underwent measurement of anthropometry, systolic blood
2

Assessment of carotid IMT and plaques by ultrasound images
All estimations of carotid IMT and plaque were
performed by well-trained clinical technologists who
were blinded to other clinical information. Common
carotid IMT and plaque presence were estimated with
an Aplio 500 ultrasound device (TUS-A500; Toshiba
Medical Systems, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan) by manual
method using a 7.5 MHz probe frequency. All subjects
were examined in the supine position. A long axial
section of the carotid artery was probed to show the
common carotid artery on both sides to measure IMT
and to detect plaques. IMT was measured in the far
wall at ~20 mm from the carotid bifurcation using
recorded images of the carotid artery. If plaques were
observed around the point, IMT was determined at a
point avoiding the plaques. Furthermore, if a defective image of the far wall was observed, IMT was determined in the near wall. The mean IMT of each side
was used for analysis. Plaques were defined as elevated
lesions with a maximum thickness of ≥1.1 mm, and
having a point of inflection on the surface of the
intima–media complex as previously reported.14
The plaque was measured on a short axial section. If
multiple plaques were observed, the maximum value
was used for analysis.
Assessment of adipose tissues by CT
CT of the abdomen was performed at the end of the
expiratory phase using an Aquillion system (Toshiba
Medical Systems, Tochigi, Japan). The umbilicus was
assessed for areas of visceral and subcutaneous fat, which
were measured in accordance with the guidelines for
obesity treatment set by the Japan Society for the Study of
Obesity.15 Modified measurement levels were employed
if subjects possessed a clearly low umbilical body type.
Image analysis software (SlimVision V.4.0; Cybernet
Systems, Tokyo, Japan) was used at an attenuation range
from −70 to −160 Hounsfield units to quantify abdominal areas of adipose tissue. The subcutaneous fat area
(SFA) was defined as fat superficial to the abdominal and
back muscles. The visceral fat area (VFA) was defined as
intra-abdominal fat bound by the parietal peritoneum or
fascia transversalis.
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Biochemical assays
Fasting blood glucose (FBG) levels were measured by
the hexokinase-glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
method (Eiken Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan). Concentrations of glycated haemoglobin were measured by
high-performance liquid chromatography. Concentrations of triglycerides (TGs) were measured by enzymatic
colorimetric analyses (standard methods set by the Japan
Society of Clinical Chemistry and Reference Material Institute for Clinical Chemistry Standards). Total cholesterol
levels were measured by the cholesterol oxidase–peroxidase method. Levels of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(LDL-C) were measured using the chemically modified
enzyme method (Metaboredo HDL-C, Metaboredo
LDL-C; Kyowa Medex, Tokyo, Japan).
Lifestyle estimation
A self-administered questionnaire was administered to
assess ≥30 min of exercise (none, 1; once/week, 2; 2–6
times/week, 3; every day, 4), smoking (never, 1; former,
2; current, 3), alcohol consumption (none, 1; sometimes,

2; ~3 times/week, 3; every day, 4) and sleeping time
(hour/day).
Measurements of flexibility and handgrip strength
We estimated physical fitness levels, including upper
extremity and trunk flexibility and handgrip strength. All
estimations were performed by independent experts in
exercise testing who were blinded to other clinical information collected in this study.
Upper extremity flexibility was determined by the
arm extensibility test, which can estimate the ranges
of shoulder external rotation and forearm supination.
Details of the arm extensibility test are shown in figure 2.
In brief, the first trial estimated whether an individual
was able to fully extend both elbows while interlocking
their hands in the right-arm crossing over position. Next,
a similar trial of the left-arm crossing over position was
performed. If the individual fully extended both elbows
in both trials, the subject was judged as ‘complete’. We
confirmed the reproducibility of this test. The per cent
agreements between observers 1 and 2 (n=58) and
between observers 1 and 3 (n=76) were 98.3% and

Figure 2 Arm extensibility test (right-arm crossing over position). (A) Beginning position. The right arm is crossed over the left
arm in front of subjects’ body, with interlocking hands. (B) The subjects pass their interlocked hands through a loop made by
the arms, and extend their elbows as far as possible. (C) Subjects who fully extend their elbows with their hands interlocked are
judged as ‘complete in right-arm crossing over position’. (D and E) Subjects that cannot fully extend their elbows are judged as
‘incomplete’. (F) Subjects that cannot keep their hands interlocked are judged as ‘incomplete’.
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97.4%, respectively, and the κ coefficients were 0.96 and
0.94, respectively.
Trunk flexibility was assessed by a sit-and-reach test
using a device (T.K.K. 5412; Takei Scientific Instruments,
Niigata, Japan). Subjects sat on the floor with their hips,
back and occipital region of the head touching a wall,
and their legs held straight at 90° in front of the upper
body. The zero point of the device was set in this position.
Subjects then slowly bent forward and as far as possible
while pushing the device with both hands, and the moving
distance of the device was measured. Measurements were
performed two times, and the maximum value was used
in final analyses.
Handgrip strength was measured using a handgrip
dynamometer (T.K.K. 5401; Takei Scientific Instruments). Measurements were performed in duplicate in
each hand, and the mean maximum force of each hand
was used in final analyses.

carotid plaque. Mean IMT (−6.9%) and the proportion
of subjects with a plaque (−26.2%) were significantly
lower, while the sit-and-reach test distance (+16.0%)
was significantly higher, in subjects who completed the
arm extensibility test compared with subjects who did
not complete. Furthermore, the proportion of subjects
who fully completed the arm extensibility test (−20.3%)
and the distance of the sit-and-reach test (−4.5%) were
significantly lower, while the mean IMT was significantly
higher, in subjects who had a plaque compared with those
without plaques.

Statistical analysis
Data are shown as mean±SD. An unpaired t-test was
used to compare mean values between subjects who
did not complete and those who completed in both
arm positions in the arm extensibility test, and between
subjects who had plaques in the common carotid artery
and those who did not. Arm extensibility (incomplete
or complete), presence of plaque (yes or no) and lifestyle differences, including ≥30 min of exercise (none,
or more than once/week), alcohol consumption (none,
or more than sometimes) and cigarette smoking (never,
former or current) were compared using the χ2 test.
Multiple linear regression models were performed to
estimate the association of IMT with arm extensibility
or sit-and-reach. Three models were used to assess these
associations: model 1 was crude, model 2 was adjusted
for age and height and model 3 was adjusted for model
2 covariates plus SFA, VFA, DBP, pulse pressure, TG,
HDL-C, LDL-C, FBG, sleeping time, exercise habit,
drinking habit, smoking habit, handgrip strength and
sit-and-reach (arm extensibility analysis) or arm extensibility (sit-and-reach analysis).
The relationships between the presence of plaque and
arm extensibility or sit-and-reach were analysed using
multiple logistic regression models. The same three
models used for multiple linear regression analyses for
estimating IMT were used.
All statistical analyses were performed using statistical
software (SPSS V.23.0; IBM, Armonk, New York, USA).
Differences were considered statistically significant if
P<0.05.

Association of IMT and body flexibility
The associations of IMT with the arm extensibility or
sit-and-reach tests using multivariate linear regression
models are shown in table 2. Overall arm extensibility was
inversely associated with IMT, whereas the sit-and-reach
was unrelated to IMT.

Results
Anthropometry and medical and fitness examinations
Anthropometry data and medical and fitness examinations in the study subjects are shown in table 1. A total
of 745 subjects (55.0%) fully completed the arm extensibility test, and 512 subjects (37.8%) had a common
4

Association between body flexibility indicators
The association of the sit-and-reach test with the arm
extensibility test was estimated using linear regression
models. Sit-and-reach was inversely associated with arm
extensibility in both non-adjusted (β=–0.190, P<0.001)
and age-adjusted (β=–0.086, P=0.001) models.

Association of plaque formation and body flexibility
The associations of presence of plaques with the arm
extensibility or sit-and-reach tests using multivariate
logistic regression models are shown in table 3. For
arm extensibility, there was a significant positive association observed in model 1, which was no observed after
adjusting for covariates. The sit-and-reach test was positively associated with presence of plaques in model 1, and
the association remained significant after adjusting for
all covariates in model 3. If individuals with histories of
stroke or cardiac diseases were included in the analyses,
this association disappeared.

Discussion
In the present study, we examined the association of flexibility with subclinical atherosclerosis in middle-aged men.
Interestingly, our findings suggested that poor flexibility
of the upper extremity was positively associated with IMT,
while poor trunk flexibility was associated with presence of
plaques in the common carotid artery. These associations
remained significant even after adjusting for age, blood
pressure, blood lipids, abdominal fat accumulation, handgrip strength and lifestyles. Because the arm extensibility
and sit-and-reach tests are simple, easy, safe and inexpensive methods for evaluating physical fitness, we propose
that poor flexibility may be a useful marker for subclinical
atherosclerosis.
Previous studies have reported an association of arterial
stiffness with poor trunk flexibility in middle-aged men
(40–59 years),10 11 which may support our findings as arterial stiffness is linked with arterial remodelling. Increased
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Table 1 Characteristics of participants according to arm extensibility and presence of common carotid plaque
Arm extensibility test

Presence of plaque

Characteristic

Total

Incomplete

Complete

P*

No

Yes

P*

Number
Age (year)

1354
47.8±8.2

609
50.0±7.7

745
46.0±8.0

<0.001

842
45.3±8.1

512
52.1±6.2

<0.001

Height (cm)

170.5±5.9

169.1±5.8

171.7±5.7

<0.001

170.9±5.9

169.8±0.9

0.001

BM (kg)

68.0±10.0

69.3±10.7

66.9±9.3

<0.001

67.9±9.9

68.0±10.3

0.880

BMI (kg/m2)

23.4±3.2

24.2±3.4

22.7±2.9

<0.001

23.3±3.2

23.6±3.2

0.087

% fat (%)

22.5±5.6

23.6±5.8

21.6±5.2

<0.001

22.4±5.7

22.6±5.4

0.440

WC (cm)

81.9±8.8

83.8±9.2

80.3±8.2

<0.001

81.4±8.7

82.7±8.9

0.008

120.7±67.3

129.8±70.7

113.3±63.5

<0.001

120.4±69.9

121.2±63.0

0.829

2

SFA (cm )
2

71.0±44.7

81.0±47.6

62.8±40.5

<0.001

67.0±44.0

77.5±45.2

<0.001

SBP (mm Hg)

VFA (cm )

118.4±13.8

119.8±14.8

117.3±12.9

0.001

116.0±12.5

122.4±14.9

<0.001

DBP (mm Hg)

76.9±9.2

77.5±9.3

76.4±9.2

0.030

75.7±8.9

78.8±9.5

<0.001

PP (mm Hg)

41.5±9.7

42.3±10.3

40.9±9.0

0.006

40.3±9.1

43.6±10.2

<0.001

TG (mg/dL)

116.3±87.8

123.8±98.2

110.2±77.9

0.004

113.2±89.7

121.4±84.4

0.096

TC (mg/dL)

203.6±31.7

205.1±31.7

202.4±31.6

0.113

200.7±31.6

208.5±31.3

<0.001

HDL-C (mg/dL)

60.6±16.1

59.6±15.9

61.5±16.2

0.033

60.8±15.6

60.4±16.8

0.611

LDL-C (mg/dL)

126.9±29.8

128.2±30.3

125.8±29.4

0.138

124.0±29.7

131.6±29.4

<0.001

FBG (mg/dL)

99.4±15.4

101.8±16.7

97.4±14.1

<0.001

97.7±14.6

102.1±16.4

<0.001

HbA1c (%)

5.57±0.58

5.65±0.60

5.50±0.55

<0.001

5.52±0.58

5.64±0.56

<0.001

0.492±0.091

0.458±0.087

<0.001

0.450±0.080

Mean IMT (mm) 0.474±0.090

0.512±0.093

<0.001

Plaque (%)†

37.8

44.2

32.6

<0.001

0.0

100.0

<0.001

Arm extensibility
(%)†

55.0

0.0

100.0

<0.001

59.6

47.5

<0.001

Sit-and-reach
(cm)

32.7±9.7

30.0±9.1

34.8±9.5

<0.001

33.2±9.6

31.7±9.6

0.005

Handgrip (kg)

41.2±5.7

41.2±5.9

41.1±5.5

0.796

41.2±5.6

41.1±5.8

0.565

Sleeping time
(hour)

6.2±0.9

6.2±0.9

6.2±0.9

0.584

6.2±0.9

6.2±0.9

0.662

Never smokers
(%)†

45.9

42.1

49.1

0.011

47.1

44.1

0.281

Former smokers
(%)†

15.0

16.7

13.6

0.102

13.3

17.8

0.025

Current smokers 39.0
(%)†

41.1

37.3

0.161

39.5

38.1

0.593

Drinkers (%)†
Exercise habit
(%)†

76.5
68.0

76.5
67.0

1.000
0.696

76.5
64.6

76.6
72.1

0.974
0.004

76.5
67.4

Data are mean±SD.
*P values from unpaired t- test or χ2 test
†χ2 test.
BM, body mass; BMI, body mass index; % fat, percentage of body fat; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FBG, fasting blood glucose; HbA1c,
glycated haemoglobin; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; IMT, intima–media thickness; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol;
PP, pulse pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SFA, subcutaneous fat area; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglyceride; VFA, visceral fat area;
WC, waist circumference.

carotid-femoral PWV is also associated with progression
of IMT and plaque formation in the carotid artery.16
Furthermore, the CAVI score is significantly correlated
with carotid IMT12 and plaque formation.17 Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory process related to thickening
Suwa M, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e019370. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-019370
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smooth muscle cells in the intima, increased collagen
and decreased elastin in the media, and deposition of
calcium and advanced glycation end-products.18 These
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Table 2 Relationships between common carotid intima–
media thickness and arm extensibility or sit-and-reach tests
using multivariate linear regression models
β

95% CI

P

Arm extensibility
–0.189
 Model 1*

–0.04382 to –0.02481

<0.001

 Model 2†

–0.085

–0.02436 to –0.00655

0.001

 Model 3‡

–0.073

–0.02224 to –0.00041

0.004

 Model 1*

–0.050

–0.00097 to 0.00003

0.066

 Model 2†
 Model 3‡

–0.006
0.014

–0.00050 to 0.00111
–0.00032 to 0.00059

0.323
0.573

Sit-and-reach

*Crude.
†Adjusted for age and height.
‡Adjusted for age, height, subcutaneous fat area, visceral fat
area, diastolic blood pressure, pulse pressure, triglyceride, highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol,
fasting blood glucose, sleeping time, exercise habit, drinking
habit, smoking habit, handgrip strength and sit-and-reach (arm
extensibility analysis) or arm extensibility (sit-and-reach analysis).

characteristics can modify the mechanical properties of
arteries.19
A potential explanation for the relationship between
flexibility and arterial remodelling is that the exercises
that improve flexibility may also regulate remodelling. Indeed, stretching and yoga exercise training can
reduce arterial stiffness or enhance arterial compliance.20–22 Four weeks of static stretching training was
reported to reduce the brachial-ankle PWV and CAVI
score, and with improved sit-and-reach test performance, in middle-aged men.20 Furthermore, in older
adults, stretching training for 13 weeks increased
carotid artery compliance, while strength training or
Table 3 Relationships between arm extensibility or sitand-reach and presence of common carotid plaque using
multivariate logistic regression models
OR

95% CI

P

Arm extensibility
 Model 1*
0.61183

0.49029 to 0.76349

<0.001

 Model 2†

0.92207

0.71812 to 1.18394

0.525

 Model 3‡

0.97035

0.74309 to 1.26712

0.825

 Model 1*

0.98381

0.97260 to 0.99515

0.005

 Model 2†
 Model 3‡

0.99069
0.98579

0.97841 to 1.00313
0.97257 to 0.99919

0.142
0.038

Sit-and-reach

*Crude.
†Adjusted for age and height.
‡Adjusted for age, height, subcutaneous fat area, visceral fat
area, diastolic blood pressure, pulse pressure, triglyceride, highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol,
fasting blood glucose, sleeping time, exercise habit, drinking
habit, smoking habit, handgrip strength and sit-and-reach (arm
extensibility analysis) or arm extensibility (sit-and-reach analysis).
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combination of strength and aerobic exercise training,
did not.21 Similarly, in older subjects, 12 weeks of yoga
training significantly reduced carotid-femoral PWV and
brachial-ankle PWV while there was no effect of brisk
walking training.22 It is likely that good flexibility is associated with low arterial stiffness and possible prevention
of atherosclerosis, at least in part, via habitual exercises
that can modify flexibility. Although our study design
did not allow us to determine the exact cause, we found
a potential role of exercises that improve flexibility on
arterial remodelling, which partially affected the associations observed in this study.
The current study showed that arm extensibility
predicted IMT, but not the presence of plaques, while
the sit-and-reach test predicted the presence of plaques,
but not IMT. The causes of these contrasting findings
are unclear, although differences in the biological characteristics of the IMT and plaques may be important.
The IMT consists of ~80% media (smooth muscle cells)
and ~20% intima, whereas plaque formation is largely
an intimal process composed of deposition of cholesterol and infiltration of inflammatory cells.23 IMT
mainly reflects hypertensive hypertrophy of medial cells
at early stages of atherosclerosis, while plaques reflect
inflammation, oxidation, endothelial dysfunction and
smooth muscle cell proliferation.23 In addition, genetic
polymorphisms determining IMT are inconsistent with
those determining plaque formation.24
Health-related physical fitness is composed of
cardiorespiratory fitness, body composition, muscular
strength and endurance, and flexibility.25 For muscular
strength, we provide novel data that handgrip strength
is not associated with IMT or plaque formation. Nevertheless, these findings do not rule out an association of
muscular strength with atherosclerosis, as we did not
estimate the strength of other muscle groups. Indeed,
leg extension strength is inversely associated with
brachial-ankle PWV,11 suggesting that reduced lower
extremity muscular strength may predict atherosclerosis. Cardiorespiratory fitness is also inversely associated with carotid IMT in older adults (≥60 years).26
Furthermore, good cardiorespiratory fitness is associated with slower progression of carotid arterial remodelling in middle-aged men (42–60 years).27 It remains
unknown whether the association of carotid atherosclerosis with flexibility observed in the present study is
mediated by other physical fitness variables. However,
it was reported the association of sit-and-reach performance with brachial-ankle PWV is independent of
cardiorespiratory fitness and leg strength.11 Thus, it
is likely that the association of flexibility with carotid
subclinical atherosclerosis is independent of cardiorespiratory fitness and muscular strength.
This study has four main limitations with respect to
generalisability and interpretation of results. Because
of its cross-sectional design, we were unable to determine the exact causes of the various relationships in
our study. Future longitudinal studies are required to
Suwa M, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e019370. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-019370
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determine the causal relationship between flexibility
and atherosclerosis. Second, the characteristics of the
subjects in this study limited the generalisability of our
results. All participants were middle-aged, male Japanese employees, and our findings cannot be applied
to subjects of other ages, genders or ethnicities. Third,
this study estimated only two types of flexibility. The
arm extensibility test can evaluate the range of shoulder
external rotation and forearm supination, while the
sit-and-reach test can assess hamstring and lower back
flexibility. However, the association of flexibility of other
joints or muscle groups with atherosclerosis remains
unknown. Fourth, we did not measure any indicators
of arterial stiffness such as PWV, CAVI or β stiffness.
Therefore, the associations between body flexibility,
atherosclerosis and arterial stiffness remain unclear.
Instead, the associations of subclinical atherosclerosis
indicators with body flexibility were adjusted by pulse
pressure, which may partially reflect stiffened aorta that
can increase SBP and decrease DBP through a variety of
mechanisms.28–30
In summary, this cross-sectional study investigated
the association of flexibility with subclinical atherosclerosis in Japanese middle-aged men. Poor arm extensibility was associated with increased common carotid
IMT, while poor sit-and-reach performance was associated with carotid plaque formation. These associations were independent of age, blood pressure, blood
lipids, abdominal fat accumulation, handgrip strength
and lifestyle, including sleeping, drinking, exercise and
smoking habits. Thus, poor flexibility may be a useful
indicator of physical fitness for arterial remodelling.
Future studies are required to evaluate the causal relationships, biochemical mechanisms and flexibility of
other joints/muscle groups.
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